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Abstrak 
 Penelitian ini menganalisis gangguan kepribadian schizotypal Willy Wonkadalam novel Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory. Gangguan kepribadian schizotypal adalah subtipe dari gangguan kepribadian yang ditandai 
dengan kepribadian aneh, eksentrik dalam berpikir, sulit dalam interaksi dalam hubungan sosial dan 
tertutup.Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menganalisiskarakter Willy Wonka dan gangguan kepribadian 
schizotypalnya. Roald Dahl menggambarkan karakter Willy Wonka sebagai karakter pendukung yang memiliki 
kepribadian menonjol. Tujuan penelitian ini adalah untuk mengungkapkan gangguan kepribadian schizotypal yang 
tergambar dalam diri Willy Wonka. Tujuan pertama dari penelitian ini adalah untuk mengidentifikasi gangguan 
kepribadian schizotypal yang digambarkan dalam karakter Willy Wonka. Kemudian, tujuan kedua dari penelitian ini 
adalah untuk mengidentifikasi dampak gangguan kepribadian schizotypal dalam karakter Willy Wonka terhadap 
kehidupan dan orang-orang di sekitarnya. Penelitian ini menggunakan teori gangguan kepribadian dan teori 
gangguan kepribadian schizotypal oleh Theodore Millon untuk mengungkapkan gambaran dan dampak gangguan  
kepribadian schizotypal pada karakter Willy Wonka dari novel Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. Metode ini 
menggunakan metode kualitatif dan interpretasi kritis untuk menganalisis data. Hasilpenelitian menunjukkan bahwa 
Willy Wonka memiliki gejala gangguan kepribadian schizotypal dalamkepribadiandanperilakunya, misalnya, Willy 
Wonkacenderungeksentrikdananehdalamgayadanperilakunya, Willy Wonkamemilikipemikirandangaya yang aneh, 
Willy Wonka adalah orang yang paranoid dantidaknyaman. dalamsituasisosial. Ada beberapadampak yang 
disebabkan oleh gangguan kepribadian schizotypal Willy Wonka, misalnya perilaku dan kepribadiannya sulit 
dipahami dan tampak terlalu aneh.Wonkamembuat orang di sekitarnyamerasamarahdankesaldenganperilakunya. 
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Abstract 
This study analyse  WillyWonka’s schizotypal personality disorder in Roald Dahl’s Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory. Schizotypal personality disorder are subtype from personality disorder that characterized by 
peculiar,eccentric in thinking and style, difficult in interaction in social and  close relationship. This study concern to 
analyse Willy Wonka character and his schizotypal personality disorder.Dahl describe the character as support 
character that have prominent personality. The aims of this study is to reveal the schizotypal personality disorder 
that depicted in Willy Wonka’s character. The first objective of this study is to identify the schizotypal personality 
disorder that depicted in in Willy Wonka’s character. Then, the second objective of this study is to identify the 
impact of schizotypal personality disorder in Willy Wonka’s character toward his life and people around him. This 
study use theory of personality disorder and theory of schizotypal personality disorder by Theodore Millon to reveal 
the depicted and the impact of  schizotypal personality disorder in Willy Wonka’s character from the novel Charlie 
and the Chocolate Factory. The method use qualitative method and critical interpretation to analyse the data. The 
result shows that Willy Wonka has schizotypal personality disorder symptom  in his personality and behaviour, for 
instance, Willy Wonka tends to eccentric and odd in his style and his act, Willy Wonka has odd style thinking and 
speech, Willy Wonka are paranoid person and uncomfortable in social situation. There are some impact that caused 
by Willy Wonka’s schizotypal personality disorder, for instance his behaviour and personality hard to understand 
and seems too odd. Wonka make people around him feel conscious and dejected with his behaviour. 
Kata kunci: skizotipal, gangguankepribadian, Roald Dahl 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 Charlie and the chocolate factory written by 
Roald Dahl are popular children novel tells about 
Charlie and other foruth children who got Golden ticket 
to enter into Wonka’s chocolate factory. After long 
time disappearWonkaappeared  to public and bring 
surprise announcement. One day, Willy Wonkamake a 
surprise announcement about Golden Ticket. He said 
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that he layed 5 pieces of paper with the inscription 
“Golden Ticket” in his chocolate bar. That will send 
around the world. The newspaper announces that Mr 
Wonka is reopening the factory and has invited five 
children to come on a tour, after they find a golden 
ticket in a  wonka’s bar. 
In his factory Willy Wonka as the owner of 
the chocolate factory introducing the whole of his 
factory that people never seen before. Willy Wonka is a 
mysterious person, people never seen him since he 
closed his factories because of the spies 15 years ago. 
Now, he open his factory and let it the five luckiest 
children to show his factory. When they go inside with 
their parents Willy Wonka introduced them to 
OompaLoompas. The small creatures imported from 
Oompalands. 
All of the place and the things inside 
WillyWonka factories are really marvellous and 
amazing. Mr.Wonka is the greatest chocolate maker in 
the world. He has big invention in chocolate. Inside of 
his factory there were so many magical things that 
seem imposible.  
During the trip Willy Wonka shows the visitor about all 
of the things in his factory, such as chocolate waterfall, 
candyboat, any candy with strange name and etc.  
Showed his factory to the public after 15 years not open 
was not the only reason of Mr.Wonka invite 5 luckiest 
children with their family members. In his first 
appearance Willy Wonka shows that he has eccentric 
style and odd person. 
 This study concerns in character Willy Wonka 
and his schizotypal personality disorder which is 
displayed in the novel Charlie and The Chocolate 
Factory. Wonka are odd person, his appearance is 
eccentric and bizarre. He also does not have a friends 
except OompaLoompa, the magic creature that work in 
his factory. Willy Wonka are closed person, he ever 
disappear from society for along time. 
 Schizotypal personality disorder is a topic 
which is rarely being discussed if it is viewed from 
other than personality disorder concept. The researcher 
wants to begin analyze the study which concern about 
schizotypal personality disorder in the character of 
Willy Wonka. It analyzes the phenomenon which 
happens in Willy Wonka’s character and behavior and 
shows how Wonka’s character and behaviour is 
different and look odd and strange. This study reveals 
the personality  disorder which happen in 
Mr.WillyWonka that influenced his characteristic. 
Personality disorder are a class of mental 
disorder or a type of mental health problem related to 
someone’s personality. They are associated with ways 
of thinking and feeling about oneself and others that 
significantly and adversely affect how an individual 
functions in many aspects of life. Personality disorders 
in someone have different characteristics according to 
typeof  personality disorder that they experienced 
(APA,2013).The word ‘personality’ refers to the 
pattern of thoughts, feelings and behaviour that makes 
each of the individuals that who they are.A person with 
a personality disorder is different from other, it cause 
trouble in perceiving and relating to situations and 
people. 
Most of all personality disorder is a long term 
pattern of behaviour and inner experience that totally 
different from what is expected. Personality disorders 
usually begin in the teenage years or early adulthood. 
Generally, people identified with mental disorder are 
categorised primarily based on the traits that tend to 
motive them to sense and behave in socially 
dysfunctional methods, and those tendencies are 
frequently severe deviation from the way an average 
character in a selected subculture perceives, thinks, 
feels, and pertains to others(Esteberg et al, 
2003).Personality disorder are divided into some sub 
types and of them is schizotypal personality disorder.  
Schizotyal personality disorder is one of 
subtypes from personality disorder. Schizotypal 
personality disorder  is identified by the troubles  with 
social interaction and language, along with peculiar 
behavior and magical thinking (Dickey et al.2002:2). 
A person with this personality disorder often 
describe  as peculiar person, odd, eccentric and close in 
a relationship.  Schizotypal personality disorder is 
identified  by cognitive or perceptual distortions, an 
incapability to tolerate close friendships, and peculiar 
behavior, but not frank psychosis (Dickey et 
al.1999).individual with schizotypal personality 
disorderare hypervigilant, and hypersensitive and 
fearful, they are prone to various anxiety states.  
It is means that  schizotypal personality 
disorder is one of the type from personality disorder in 
cluster A that influence the individual personality and 
behavior who have this disorder to tends to odd and 
eccentric. The symptoms of this disorder will appeared 
in their personality and it is can be learn. People or 
patients with schizotypal personality disorder usually 
complain about the things that related to attentional/ 
cognitive difficulties, social anxiety, difficulty 
“connecting” to others, and longstanding interpersonal 
compication related to suspiciousness or paranoia. 
According to MayoClinic (2007), Individual 
with schizotypal personality disorder often have trouble  
in engaging with others and appear emotionally distant, 
they frequently find themselves drifting from one 
activity to the next, failure to connect with people as 
they drift through life. In individual with schizotypal 
personality disorder they tend to isolation themselves 
and hard to socialize with other. Individual have 
automatic sequences of thoughts that use to insolate 
themselves facing the potential being aggrieved by 
other people, this is the method to protect themselves 
from the outside social world (Tippie,2006:272). 
The evolutionary theory of personality 
(Millon,2004:425) maintains that the schizotypal exists 
on a continuum of severity with the passively detached 
schizoid and actively detached avoidant personalities, 
both of which gradually merge into the social 
detachment characteristic of normal introversion. 
The schizotypal personality criteria for DSM-
5 are consist of : ideas reference ; odd beliefs or 
magical thinking; unusual perceptual experiences and 
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bodily illusions; odd thinking and speech; 
suspiciousness or paranoid ideation; inappropriate or 
constricted affect; behaviour or appearance that is odd, 
eccentric, or peculiar; lack of close friend or confidants, 
other than first-degree relatives; excessive social 
anxiety that doesn’t diminish with familiarity and tends 
to be associated with paranoid fears(spd : a current 
review Daniel ).   
 
 
METHOD  
 
According to the background of the study, the 
problem are formulated as (1) how is Willy Wonka’s 
schizotypal personality disorder depicted in Charlie 
And The Chocolate Factory ? (2) Whahtare the impact 
of schizotypal personality disorder in Willy Wonka 
character life? The type of this research is qualitative 
because the data are collected qualitatively or based on 
the proposed problems.The focus of this study is 
schizotypal personality disorder in Willy Wonka’s 
character , Roald Dahl’s Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory. It analyses the phenomenon which happens in 
the Willy Wonka’s character and behaviour. It shows 
how Wonka’s character and behaviour is different and 
look odd and strange. This study reveals the personality  
disorder which happen in Willy Wonka that influenced 
his characteristic. To analyse this topic, a data is 
important and needed. The method to analyse is using 
qualitative study.  This method is not contains of 
numeric data but contains explanation and description 
about the literary work as the object of the data. 
The data source is the novel entitled  Charlie 
and the Chocolate Factory written by Roald Dahl and 
was published in 2005 by Penguin Group London. The 
data are in the form of direct/ indirect quotations, 
phrases, and dialogues.The data collection for this 
study is using library method. The data be collected by 
reading the novel closely and take some quotations 
which can prove the issue.Data analysis in this study 
will be classified according to the problem statement. It 
will discuss only important thing that realted to the 
issue and investigation.  
ANALYSIS 
Depiction of Willy Wonka’sSchizotypal Personality 
Disorder in Roald Dahl’s Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory 
The first problem is about the depiction of 
schizotypal personality disorder . It will discuss about 
the depiction and the symptoms of schizotypal 
personality disorder that appeared in Willy Wonka ‘s 
character which includes the behavior,the thought, the 
action, and the spoken matters done wonka’s character 
that related into the symptoms one by one . 
In Schizotypal personality disorder is the 
individual   are characterized by odd, eccentric, and 
excessive paranoia, especially in social and 
interpersonal situations. Individual with schizotypal 
personality disorder have a tendency to be loners and 
suffer from discomfort in social situations. The 
individual has a big anxiety and fearful in social 
situations and leading into odd, and eccentric behavior. 
 
1. Behavior or appearance that is odd, 
eccentric, or peculiar 
People with schizotypal personality disorder 
are often seen as peculiar or eccentric due to their 
uncommon behaviors or unconventional clothing’s 
style choices (Gilles,2003:859). Their personal 
appearance and behavior are odd and eccentric, they 
are dressing in peculiar ways, have unusual style in 
fashion that  seen eccentric for other people.  They act 
that seen strange for other people but normal for them 
with this disorder. 
“And what an extraordinary little man he 
was! He had a black top hat on his head. He 
wore a tail coat made of a beautiful plum-
coloured velvet. His trousers were bottle 
green. His gloves were pearly grey. And in 
one hand he carried a fine gold-topped 
walking cane.”(Dahl, 2005:80). 
 
Based on the quotation above there is a 
relation about Wonka fashion and the symptoms of 
schizotypal personality disorder. In his first appearance 
he appeared in front of many people with unique style 
of dressing.  From the top to the bottom Wonka style 
from the quotation are unique and eccentric.  Wonka 
wear  hat, coat, trouser and gloves  that shows this is 
Wonka’s fashion style.  The quotation  “black top hat”, 
“ beautiful plum coloured velvet”, “bottle green 
trousers”, “his gloves were pearly” describe the way 
Wonka choose the colour for his fashion.  
The first symptoms in schizotypal personality 
disorder is behaviour  and appearance that is odd, 
eccentric, or peculiar.  Behaviour is every action by a 
person that can be seen or heard.  Willy wonka has 
different behaviour and appearance from other people.  
There is  quotation that support this symptom 
that depicted Willy Wonka in has odd behaviour :  
 “suddenly, he did a funny little skipping 
dance in the snow, and he spread his arms 
wide, and he smiled at the five children 
who where clustered near the gates, and 
he called out,’welcome, my little friends! 
Welcome to the factory! (Dahl,2005:81) 
 
When Willy Wonka appeared for the first time 
to open his chocolate factory he standing alone inside 
the open gates of the factory. And when he greeting all 
the guest , suddenly he dance. The words “ he did 
funny little skipping dance in the snow” , contain the 
depicted of Wonka’s behaviour. How individual in the 
middle age as the owner of chocolate factory can do 
dance in front of many people without shame.  
He suddenly dance without think about what 
people think when see the owner of the chocolate 
factory done little skipping dance in the snow.  
According to Millon, the individual with schizotypal 
personality disorder frequently seems comfortable to 
remain socially eccentric or odd, in fact many are just 
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unconscious to implicit codes of behaviour and subtle 
social norms (Millon,2004:419). That sentences 
support the previous sentence that related into eccentric 
and odd behaviour in Willy Wonka behaviour.  
Odd person will dressing in peculiar way, as a 
person Wonka has their own style.  The way Wonka 
choose his style indicated how peculiar and eccentric 
he is as a person. His style  seems unique, and eccentric 
from the color and the dress that he choose. And in one 
hand Wonka also carried a fine gold-topped walking 
can that describe about how eccentric  fashion that 
Wonka’s choose to appear in society and how peculiar 
he is in front of people. It is supported also with words 
“ an extraordinary man” that shows he is not like other 
people, and Wonka’ have unusal clothing choices that 
seems peculiar and eccentric. 
 
2. Odd beliefs or magical thinking that 
influences behavior and is inconsistent with 
subcultural norms (e.g.believe in magical 
power). 
People with schizotypal personality disorder  
obsessed in magical thinking and admit with irrational. 
Individual behavior becomes affected and sometimes 
becomes innapropriate with existing cultures and 
norms. Because of the social isolation experienced by 
these people, this behavior becomes a coping 
mechanism to enhance meaning to the world without 
much meaning. (Gilles,2003:859). 
Odd belief  and magical power is the trust in 
supernatural power  and superstitious . People with 
schizotypal will belief in magical power , bizarre 
fantasies and mystical experience.  In wily Wonka its 
happen when he told story of  found Oompa Loompa, 
the unique creature from Loompaland.  
“Imported direct from Loompaland,’  said 
Mr Wonka proudly . ‘There’s no such 
place,’ said Mrs Salt . ‘excus me dear lady, 
but…..’  ‘ Mr Wonka,’ cried Mrs Salt. ‘I’m 
a teacher of geography …..’(Dahl,2005 : 93) 
 
When the children and the parent get into 
chocolate factory. They are all surprised with 
mysterious creature, the tiny man that no larger than a 
medium sized dolls who work in the chocolate factory. 
The unique small creature in Wonka factory called 
Oompa Loompa. The quotation above tell of where the 
Oompa Loompa it comes. Willy Wonka as the owner 
of the chocolate factory proudly said that Oompa 
Loompa are from another placed that called 
Loompalands. 
Wonka statement make all people confuse 
cause it is irrational include Mrs Salt who work as 
geographic teacher.   The word “ imported direct from 
Loompaland,  and ‘said Mr Wonka proudly” shows that 
Wonka have confidant  and believe that the creature 
was really imported from Loompalands and the place is 
real. Whereas the protest from Mrs Salt “ There’s no 
such place”  depicted that just Wonka  who knows that 
place and it seen irrational for other people . The 
journey in Loompaland to found Oompa Loompas are 
indicated Wonka’s  mystical experience because just 
Wonka who knows this  place and believe that the 
place is real. But other people hesitate Wonka and 
thought Wonka are crazy.  People with this disorder 
will belief and report their odd belief such as bizarre 
fantasies and mystical experience and this is happen in 
Willy Wonka. Wonka belief with his mystical 
experience his journey in Loompalands was real and 
ignore other people’s reaction. 
 
3. Peculiar style of thinking and speech (e.g. 
vague, circumstantial, metaphorical, over 
elaborate,or stereotyped. 
People with schizotypal personality disorder 
have  a strange structuring and phrasing   in their 
speech pattern and think (Gilles,2003:859).  They have 
unusual ideas compared the people in common. Put 
confusing words in conversation and talk that cause 
ambiguous.  These individual attend to only talk about 
things that are important and need immediate 
awareness  because they are hard and discomfort  to be 
in constant conversation.  
The symptoms appeared  when he 
accompanying the winner of golden ticket he also 
became guide and told about his factory. In this time 
sometimes his speech and his thinking are really 
confusing to understand.   
 “follow me, please! We really mustn’t keep 
stopping like this. … ‘this way! Cried 
MrWonka, …. ‘go slower!’ panted Mrs 
Salt. ‘Impossible,’ said Mr Wonka. ‘We 
should never get there in time if I did.’ ‘Get 
where?’ asked Veruca Salt. ‘Never you 
mind,’ said Mr Wonka. You just wait and 
see.” (Dahl: 2005,138).  
 
Wonka’s odd not only in his behaviour and 
appearance  but also in is style of thinking and speech. 
Style of thinking and speech for people with disorder 
are different and seems peculiar. The speech have a 
patterns and appeared strange. The word are abstract 
and confuse that make people hard to understand. Willy 
wonka are one of people woth this disorder his speech 
sometimes hard to understand and confuse. The way 
Wonka answer the question represent that he uncomfort 
with ongoing conversation so Wonka answer it focus to 
the important attention. He not describe it or talk too 
much with the people, he just ran and answer only 
about matter that need direct attention. 
His style of speech was really hard to 
understand, normally people will talk clearly to the 
point. When he speak, his speech not to the point but 
became abstract and confusing. He never finish his 
speak clearly and make the five children and the 
parents ambiguous with his words and acts. “ follow 
me, please! We really mustn’t keep stopping like this”, 
this word shows that Wonka never explain clearly 
about the situation and he just speak a half. Wonka also 
never think about other people that can run as fast as 
he. 
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4. Suspiciousness or paranoid ideas 
The individual with schizotypal personality 
disorder more easy to get feeling and ideas in 
suspiciousness than people in general. They also 
reveals their paranoid tendencies to another people. 
Willy Wonka’s paranoid and suspiciousness 
begin when he close his factory because of spy. 
“Then one day, all of a sudden, Mr Wonka 
had to ask every single one of them to leave, 
to go home, never to comeback.’ ‘but why?’ 
asked Charlie. ‘because of spies”. 
(Dahl,2005:28). 
Wonka’s  has a trouble with his paranoid and 
suspiciousness, this trouble begin when he found a spy 
in his factory and stole his chocolate recipe. His 
paranoid and suspiciousness  tendencies are different 
with people in general.  Paranoia is the original word 
from paranoid that means of  an thought and instinct 
process believed to be heavily affected by anxiety and 
fear and lead to the point of delusion and irrationally. 
Wonka personality are sensitive, after the spy incident 
he distrustful with every people. 
The quotation represent about how much 
Willy Wonka’s suspicious and paranoid to other people 
include the worker that work in his factory. Wonka 
dismiss all the worker from factory because he really 
afraid if in the workers there is still spies that will take 
Wonka’s secret receipt. The words,  “ask every single 
one of them to leave, to go home, never to comeback” 
portrayed the fear and the anxiety of Willy Wonka with 
the spies and other people.Wonka never belief in 
anyone after the incident. It is make that he should send 
all the workers go home and never want them to come 
back to his factory. Beside paranoid ideas individual 
with schizotypal personality  will appeared 
suspiciousness feeling in higher tendencies. 
Suspiciousness is an mistrust condition in attitude to 
other people sincerity. The condition will serves a 
purpose of self preservation survival. Individual with 
this suspiciousness have doubt about some person, 
process or place. 
 
“This is the most important room in the 
entire factory!' he said. 'All my most secret 
new inventions are cooking and simmering 
in here! ….But now, listen to me! I want no 
messing about when you go in! No touching, 
no meddling, and no tasting! Is that 
agreed?'(Dahl,2005:113) 
 
 The sentences, “But now, listen to me! I want 
no messing about when you go in! No touching, no 
meddling, and no tasting! Is that agreed?' ”  shows his 
mistrust toward people around him, he warn the 
children to not touching , meddling and tasting. He 
really afraid if the children do something bad in his 
room. His fear lead him to never believe and always 
suspicious with people around him. He afraid if people 
will hurt or make a damage to his factory or something 
that he loved.  
The suspiciousness and paranoid ideas 
influences Wonka’s life and behaviour. The paranoid 
tendencies make he always afraid with everything. And 
his suspiciousness idea make him really careful with 
everything and everyone because he don’t believe  
anyone.His decision shows his tendencies and paranoid 
ideas as his personality. It is also reveal that Wonka’s 
paranoid and suspiciousness are in different level with 
people in general. 
 
5. Inappropriate display of feeling or 
constricted affect. 
These lack of empathy affected individual 
behavior that sometimes make the individual 
ambiguous. Display  wrong feeling in a wrong situation 
such as smile in front of sad people. People with this 
mental disorder also lack empathy for other. 
This symptom defined as displaying the 
emotion or a felling with expressing that inappropriate 
for the event, situation and thought. The example of 
this symptoms are people laughing when giving or 
hearing someone bad news and the other. 
“ Of course he’s changed ,’ said Mr Wonka, 
laughing . ‘he got squeezed in the pipe. Don’t 
you remember and look! There goes Miss 
Violet Beauregarde, the great gum-chewer! It 
seems as though they managed to de – juice 
her after all. I’m so glad. And how healthy she 
looks! Much than before!”(Dahl,2005:182. 
 
The words “ Of course he’s changed ,’ said Mr 
Wonka, laughing” represent that Wonka not worry 
about August Gloop one of the children  who got 
squeezed in the pipe. And also for miss Violet, Wonka 
still can said  “I’m so glad. And how healthy she 
looks!”  How happy Wonka when he said  glad even all 
of the Violet’s body change into purple and became 
strange.  
In this situation  people normally  will feel 
guilty and worry. Moreover this accident happen in his 
factory and as the owner of  the factory he has 
responsibility to take care of the children and all of the 
guest. But it is not happen in Wonka’s personality, he 
seen enjoy the accident and always say don’t worry, he 
also can laughing and acting as if nothappen anything 
in his factory. In willy wonka character his emotion and 
feeling is really hard to guess. Wonka’s emotion  
sometimes appeared in unsuitable situation. Wonka’s 
easy to angry and smile or happy at the same time, even 
in a bad incident that happen in a children. 
In the time when all children entered into 
Wonka’s factory there are some of accidents that 
happen to them. After all incidents Wonka’s reaction 
toward the accidents are surprisingly. Wonka shows his 
lack in empathy toward the children’s accidents in his  
factory. His emotion also ambiguous for person who 
has responsibility as the owner of the chocolate factory. 
His inappropriate display of feeling indicate that 
Wonka have a problem with his personality and it is 
appropriated with schizotypal personality disorder 
symptom. 
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6. Lack of close friends or confidants other than 
first-degree relatives 
The individual with schizotypal personality 
disorder prefer to live alone and isolated themselves 
without relationship and away from society because the 
lack of confident and distrust also fear of rejection and 
derision from other.  
Lack of close friend is the condition when 
people or individual desire to life alone and  isolated  
themselves from society without any contact and 
realtionship. The condition itself are the effect from the 
anxiety of rejected and mistrust  with the other.  In 
Wonka’s case, he isolated himself in the factory and 
life in privacy. Willy Wonka not have  family and 
friend, he just life alone in his factory with the Oompa 
Loompa. 
“He told all the workers that he was sorry, 
but they would have to go home. Then, he 
shut the main gates. … Not a soul went in 
or out, and evenWilly Wonka himself 
disappeared completely. (Dahl,2005:29)” 
 
The word “but they would have to go home.”  
Shows that wonka send home all the worker because he 
mistrust with his workers. And the sentence  “Not a 
soul went in or out, and even Mr Willy Wonka himself 
disappeared completely”. Shows that wonka choose to 
disappeared  and life alone far from society. His 
decision to send all worker to go home and life alone 
without any relation make Wonka became a closed 
person. He choose to disappeared from society and 
decided contact from people. It is the reason why Willy 
Wonka lack of close friend. His decision close all of his 
relation and make him far away from society. 
 “ listen, Mr Wonka said, “ …. I’ve got no 
children of my own, no family at all. So who 
is going to run the factory when I get too 
old  to do it myself? Someone’s got to keep 
it going if only for the sake of the Oompa-
Loompas. (Dahl,2005:185) 
 The quotation above represent  that Wonka 
are really lack of friend and family. The word “I’ve got 
no children of my own, no family at all”, explain that 
wonka doesn’t has anyone even family, friend and 
chidern to run the factory beside Oompa Loompa who 
help him in factory. And this is one of the reason why 
he create the golden ticket. In his factory Wonka just 
accompanied with Oompa Loompa and there is no 
human except Wonka itself. Wonka’s mistrust after 
spies incident also create him became closed person 
that more comfort to life alone whitout a friend. 
7. Excessive social anxiety that does not fade 
over time. 
People with schizotypal have a problem with 
the anxiety. People will feel anxiety everytime and in 
every situation. They really easy to feel anxiety and not 
comfortable in social situation. 
Individual with this disorder personality feel 
discomfort in any social situation and relation.  It also 
happen in Wonka when he knows spies in his factory. 
He close his factory from people and disappear from 
society. Because his anxiety he try to find another way 
to run his factory and he found the creature called  
Oompa Loompa. 
'So I shipped them all over here, every man, 
woman, and child in the Oompa-Loompa 
tribe. It was easy. ….They all speak English 
now.” (Dahl,2005: 98) 
Wonka has a bigger fear for other people he 
has big mistrust to everyone and it is one the reason 
why he choose to shipped Oompa Loompa. “'So I 
shipped them all over here, every man, woman, and 
child in the Oompa-Loompa tribe”. Wonka really sure 
with what he choose. And he shipped all Oompa 
Loompa to his factory to replace human to run his 
factory . The biggest social anxiety was portrayed in 
Mr Wonka when he prefer choose Oompa Loompa 
tribe as the worker in his factory than human. Wonka 
never appeared in social situation because he never felt 
comfort with that and choose to isolation himself with 
Oompa Loompa in his factory. Hhe also has anxiety 
with people who has evil intention in his factory. 
Wonka’s personality and his decision election indicate 
that Wonka is different. He has unusual personality that 
make him strange and mysterious.  
 
The Impact Of Willy Wonka’s Schizotypal 
Personality Disorder In His Own Life. 
In previous chapter, the depiction of Willy 
Wonka’s schizotypal personality disorder has already 
explained. Schizotypal personality disorder symptoms 
such as ,peculiar,odd,  eccentric and social anxiety in 
Wonka’s character leads to the impact of his 
schizotypal personality in his life. Schizotypal 
personality disorder symptoms make individual with 
disorder seems peculiar,odd, and eccentric in behaviour 
and appearance.  Person with this disorder are 
characterized by excessive paranoia , especially in 
social and interpersonal situation (Tippie,2006:271) .  
What Wonka did is out of the boundaries 
fairness and norm as a person. Wonka also shows the 
symptoms that leads to schizotypal personality 
disorder. It makes Wonka become odd and peculiar 
than other person. It can be seen in every chapter of 
stories that his disorder give impact to his life and 
people around him. 
In first act, when Wonka introduced Oompa-
Loompas that imported direct from an unfamiliar place 
one of the children’s parents interups him as a teacher 
geography. He thinks there is no place like Wonka said. 
“importeddirect from Loompaland, 
…..There is nosuch place,’said Mrs 
Salt.‘excus me, dear lady, but….’‘Mr 
Wonka ,’cried Mrs Salt. ‘I’m a teacher of 
geography….’‘Then you’ll know all about 
it,’ said Mr Wonka. (Dahl,2005:93) 
 
Those quotations show that wonka did not like 
to interrupt by someone and he also believe with his 
story and journey about the Loompaland. Even though 
he had to argue with the theacher of geography. The 
way Wonka  react shows his schizotypal personality 
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disorder symptoms that  does not need people opinion. 
Its make people hard understand about what Wonka 
said and people will uncomfortable about it.  
“But no! the great  iron gates were still 
locked and chained as securely as ever, and 
Mr. Wonka was nowhere to be 
seen”(Dahl,2005:30). 
The quotation above depict how Mr Willy 
Wonka disappear and never seen again after the spies 
incident in his factory. Willy Wonka has schizotypal 
personality disorder and one of the symptoms is about 
social anxiety and paranoid. The incident affect Willy 
Wonka personality. He became more anxiety in social 
situation and feel more paranoid with everything. It is 
make he choose disappeared from outside world  and 
society and hide in his factory wihout any friend except 
Oompa Loompas in his factory.  
Another impact’s  reaction is shown by 
Wonka when he knows one of the children fall into 
chocolate water as person with schizotypal disorder. 
 ‘!He’s laughing his head off! How dare you 
laugh like that when my boy’s just gone up 
the pipe! You monster!’ she shrieked, 
pointing her umbrella at Mr Wonka …. 
You think it’s a joke, do you? You think 
that sucking my boy up into your Fudge 
Room like that is just one great big colossal 
joke? “ (Dahl,2005:101) 
While August Floop fall into the river all of 
people are panic and shock, especially his parent. 
August’s parent scream to his boy and asked help to 
people around him. As the normal person and as the 
owner of the factory wonka should help the boy from 
the river, but the symptoms of the disorder 
Inappropriate display of feeling or constricted affect 
make Wonka lack of empathy and display wrong 
feeling and emotion for the accident. Wonka look calm, 
not worried about it. Wonka also laughing in his head 
off and it make Mrs Gloop really angry. Mrs Gloop 
though that wonka did not care with her boy and make 
tis accident as a joke. Wonka’s disorder make some 
people easy get angry to him when see Wonka reaction. 
In this situation the disorder give impact in wonka life 
when people look him as cruel person that doesn’t care 
with everyone. And people will really hate Wonka for 
this reason. 
 
‘ He opened the door and stepped out of the 
boat into the room. The four children and 
their parents all scrambled after him.  
‘don’t touch !’ shouted Mr Wonka. ‘And 
don’t knock anything over!’(Dahl,2005:114) 
 
The quotation above shows how is Wonka 
reaction as person that have a schizotypal personality 
disorder. Paranoid and suspicious symptom make 
Wonka became more careful. Wonka became really 
paranoid and suspicious with anything. He always have 
big anxiety in social situation. He shows his distrust 
with said “don’t touch’ and ‘don’t knock anything 
over’. He does not believe everyone who interested in 
his room.  And this is affect in Wonka personality how 
fear Wonka with people and how people rate Wonka. 
The impact of this symptoms are he became a private 
person and easy afraid to anything. And for people, it 
will hurt their feeling because Wonka words that can 
not control the emotion. 
Mrs Teave shot out a hand and picked the 
tiny figure of Mike Teavee out of the 
screen.‘Hooray!’ cried Mr Wonka. ‘He’s all 
in one piece! He’s completely unharmed!’ 
‘You call that unharmed?’ snapped Mrs 
Teavee, peering at the little speck of a boy 
who was now running to and froo across 
the palm of her hand, waving his pistols in 
the air.He was certainly not more than an 
inch tall. 
‘He’s shrunk!’ said Mr Teavee. ‘Of course 
he’s shrunk,’ said Mr Wonka. ‘What did 
you expect?’(Dahl,2005:166) 
 
Through the quotation above , it proves that 
Wonka the impact from the inappropriate display of 
feeling or constricted affect that make him have lack 
empathy to the children and display wrong emotion. 
Look from the accident of Mike Teavee, When he got 
trapped in a television and his parent picked him out of 
screen. Wonka not worried or feel guilty even thought 
it happen in his factory and it happen to the boy. He 
scream ‘Hooray’ with happily and said “He’s 
completely unharmed”even though he knows mike 
shrank to a few inch. Wonka’s word hurts mike’s 
parent who hear that. Laughing in wrong situation is 
kind of disrespectful behaviour. It is make Wonka 
seems doesn’t have any respect for Mike Teavee and 
his parents. And it also make people around him feel 
uncomfortable and distressful with him.  
Another accident when Wonka found spies in 
his factory he really shock and sad. That accident make 
him close his factory and close himself inside it. 
 
‘Oh, Yes he did. He told all the workers 
that he was sorry, but they would have to go 
home. …... Not a soul went in or out , and 
even Mr Willy Wonka himself disappeared 
completely(Dahl,2005:29). 
 
Through the quotation above it shows how 
schizotypal’s symptoms shows in Willy Wonka . 
Wonka choose disappeared from social situation and 
make himself as a private person. Its automatically 
make Wonka become person that lack of friend  and no 
person to accompanying him in his life as the impact of 
the symptoms. Wonka also really comfortable with his 
decision to be alone in his factory without anyone. The 
impact of this schizotypal personality disorder make 
Wonka have social anxiety and uncomfortable in close 
relationship. It is make Wonka more believe into 
magical creature called Oompa Loompa than a human. 
 
“He had a black top hat on his head. 
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He wore a tail coat made of a beautiful 
plum coloured velvet.His trousers were 
bottle green. His gloves were pearly grey. 
And in one hand he carried a fine gold – 
topped walking cane. Covering his his chin, 
there was a small, neat pointed black beard 
– a goatee. (Dahl,2005:80) 
 
The quotation above it is depict  how is 
Wonka first appearance after long time disappear. His 
appearance style look eccentric and odd and maybe 
bizarre for other people who see it. The way he 
dressing direct to the symptoms of schizotypal 
personality disorder. Behavior or appearance that is 
odd, eccentric, or peculiar is one of the symptoms from 
schizotypal personality disorder. The impact of this 
symptoms make Willy Wonka choose his clothes in 
eccentric and odd style. People who look  his eccentric 
style and appearance will view and judge that Willy 
Wonka are strange and peculiar.  
 Wonka also worried about his old. And who 
running the factory when he die someday  cause he 
doesn’t have anyone beside him. 
 “ listen, Mr Wonka said, “ I m an old man. 
I m much older than you think. I cant go on 
for ever. I’ve got no children of my own, no 
family at all. So who is going to run the 
factory when I get too old  to do it myself? 
Someone’s got to keep it going if only for 
the sake of the Oompa-Loompas. 
(Dahl,2005:185) 
 
Through the quotation above , it proves that 
Wonka’s are really close person  and paranoid in social 
situation that make him lack of friend. Through this 
quotation  : “ I m an old man. I m much older than you 
think. I cant go on for ever. I’ve got no children of my 
own, no family at all”, seems that  Wonka life alone in 
factory without anyone except Oompa Loompa. the 
impact of the social anxiety and paranoid idea make 
him life alone and doesnt have any close people beside 
him. From the theory and analysis , it proves that the 
schizotypal personality disorder behaviour gives impact 
toward Willy Wonka’s life and appearance. 
 His appearance look odd and eccentric, he life 
alone without anyone beside him because his paranoid 
and anxiety that create the fear to life in social 
situation. He also hard to understand the situation like a 
normal people. Sometimes he cry in happy situation 
and happy in sad situation. That make people hate and 
angry in Willy Wonka. 
From the theory and analysis , it proves that 
the schizotypal personality disorder behaviour gives 
impact toward Willy Wonka’s life and appearance. His 
appearance look odd and eccentric, he life alone 
without anyone beside him because his paranoid and 
anxiety that create the fear to life in social situation. He 
also hard to understand the situation like a normal 
people. Sometimes he cry in happy situation and happy 
in sad situation. That make people hate and angry in 
Willy Wonka. 
 
  
CONCLUSION 
 Based on the first chapter, there are two points 
that can be concluded in this study. The two points that 
mentioned are the depiction of schizotypal personality 
disorder and the impact toward life.The  first one 
concerns with the depiction of Willy Wonka’s 
schizotypal personality disorder in Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory. The schizotypal personality 
disorder depicted in Willy Wonka’s personality. This 
analysis focus with the symptom of schizotypal 
personality disorder  that depicted in Willy Wonka 
character.  Those symptoms affect Willy Wonka’s 
personality that make his personality and behaviour 
different  and look strange for other people. For general 
people, Wonka looks like strange person but for Willy 
Wonka, he feel normal. 
 In this study based on schizotypal personality 
disorder concept, there are nine sign and symptoms that 
depicted in individual with schizotypal personality 
disorder. They are, odd in thinking, speech and 
behaviour, eccentric appearance, lack of friends, 
unusual belief, discomfort in social situation, a lack of 
close friend, extreme social anxiety, paranoia and lack 
of emotion or  inappropriate emotional response. In the 
novel Charlie and the Chocolate Factory by Roald 
Dahl, especially in a Willy Wonka character, he has 
seven symptoms that depicted in his personality and 
makes him become a schizotypal person. 
 Schizotypal personality disorder symptoms 
influence Wonka’s personality. He describe as 
mysterious person that look strange for other people. 
Schizotypal personality disorder make Willy Wonka 
tends to peculiar and more eccentric in his appearance 
and behaviour, his fashion style and his act shows that 
he different from normal person. The way he choose 
his fashion and his act depicted that he is eccentric and 
odd. Willy wonka belief in his bizarre fantasies and 
mystical experience in a journey to found Oompa 
Loompa. His journey describe that he has odd beliefand 
magical thinking as one of schizotypal personality 
disorder symptoms. Wonka confusing people with his 
speech and think. It is because Wonka has peculiar 
think and speech. Wonka tend to fear and suspicious 
with other people, he also have a big paranoid with 
everything and everyone. It is make him more believe 
to Oompa Loompa than people. Wonka shows and 
displays  wrong emotion in wrong situation. Wonka 
comfort life alone without  anyone and isolate himself 
in his factory. The last symptoms of schizotypal 
personality disorder is Wonka tends to discomfort and 
anxiety with any social situation around him.  
 The second one concerns with the impact of  
Willy Wonka’s schizotypal personality disorder on his 
own life. Individual who have personality disorder will 
look different from normal people but they not realize 
it. The impact of  this personality disorder in a person 
who has this disorder are their behaviour and 
mannerism that may appear strange to other. 
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In the novel, the impact of being schizotypal 
personality disorder can be seen as the feedback from 
the symptoms. The symptoms of schizotypal 
personality disorder influence and change Wonka’s 
behaviour and mannerism, it is also can look from his 
appearance to.  
 Willy Wonka’s schizotypal personality 
disorder give impact on his own life and make him 
different from other. The way he dressed in peculiar 
way make him as an extraordinary man. His peculiar 
thinking and speech that influenced it and make it hard 
to understand. The impact being schizotypal 
personality disorder in Wonka’s social life make him 
uncomfortable in any social situation. This is affect 
Wonka to become a close person that lack of close 
friend. His excessive social anxiety push him to be a 
person that has big anxiety in everything and everyone.  
It is makes him prefer to life alone and away from 
social life. This condition make Willy Wonka not have 
any friend and also family except Oompa Loompa who 
work in his factory. The impact of this disorder makes 
Wonka easy to misunderstand other’s motivations and 
behaviour  and grow significant distrust of others. This 
situation also make other people think that Willy 
Wonka are strange, peculiar and mysterious person 
because he never appeared and associated in public.  
Moreover, his symptoms make the parents and children 
hard to understand about what he talk during the trip in 
the chocolate factory. This situation sometimes make 
the parents and children misunderstanding with what he 
talk about. His symptoms influenced his emotion and 
make him display wrong feeling or emotion it is make 
his emotion became hard to guess and never felt guilty 
about what happen with the children during the trip in 
his factory.   
 In conclusion, through this analysis that based 
on personality disorder and schizotypal personality 
disorder theory  from Theodore Millon, Willy Wonka 
as the owner of the chocolate factory has some 
schizotypal personality disorder symptoms that 
depicted in his character. And his schizotypal 
personality disorder symptoms gives the impacts into 
his life both himself and another people around him. 
These result may prove that Wonka is a person who has 
schizotypal personality disorder. 
 Furthermore, it is suggested to another 
researcher to look at how the schizotypal personality 
disorder is seen in individual or person through 
psychological aspect and what the impact into his life 
when he has schizotypal personality disorder. It is also 
suggested for future researcher to look for other novels 
with the same theme and or the same object to broaden 
the knowledge of schizotypal personality disorder. 
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